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Motivation

We have following tools for generating meaningful map content:

remove/merge operation

collapse split

line simplification

large dataset in parallel

road network in middle-small scale

Nevertheless generating good quality output is
challenging.
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Example of bad result
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Principle

The generalization process is driven by

Global queue based on size (every step one object is selected)

Most compatible neighbour for selected object ← our focus

Our target is design generic global overall recipe to get

good cartographic quality for entire process

preserved main map features (urban regions, main roads)
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Geometrical decisions only
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Real impression
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Decisions in generalization process

Geometrical decisions only

Compatibility matrix

Groups

Compatibility matrix + Groups
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Compatibility matrix overview

Compatibility(f , n) =
Matrix(class(f ), class(n)) ∗ Lcommon(f , n)
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Compatibility matrix overview

4.4.3 Constrained tGAP Generalisation

The generalisation process is performed in steps very similar to the normal tGAP.
In each step, the least important object is merged to its most compatible neighbour,
forming a new object. This pair wise merging is controlled by region constraints:
objects are allowed to merge only if they belong to the same smaller scale region.
Inside the constraints, the generalisation results are driven by the importance and
compatibility values of objects. The importance value of an object v is calculated
from the area size, and the weight of the object’s category: Imp(v) = ar-
ea_size(v) * weight(class(v)). The compatibility between two objects u and v is
calculated from the length of the shared boundary, and the compatibility values
between their categories: Comp(u,v) = bnd_length(u,v) * compatib(class(u),
class(v)). The generalisation stops when all the objects are merged up to the region
constraints. The initial values for weights and compatibilities were based on the
work of van Putten and van Oosterom (1998). Next, these values were tuned in
order to get better generalisation results. The tuning of values was by trial and
error, based on visual inspection of the results, with the aim of a gradual trans-
formation of the large-scale dataset toward the medium-scale dataset. The opti-
mum values found for the weights (line in bold) and the compatibilities are given
in Table 4.1. Buildings are important and should be retained through all the scales
of the maps. We ensure this by granting a high weight value to the category
Building. The IMGeo dataset of Almere considers parking places and sidewalks as
roads, while the Top10NL dataset does not. This results in more road objects in the
IMGeo data as compared to the Top10NL data. To achieve a gradual decrease of
roads during the generalisation, we attach a relatively small weight to roads, as
well as a very low compatibility of other categories to roads (for row 2001, most of
the values are 0, Table 4.1) while allowing relatively high compatibilities of roads

Table 4.1 Class weights determined for the vario-scale IMGeo and compatibility values for the
vario-scale IMGeo

From-class code ? 1001 2001 3001 4001 4002 4003 4004 4005 5001

Weight 13.0 1.20 1.30 9.00 1.00 0.93 0.90 0.88 1.00

Class name To-c;

Building 1001 1.00 0.50 0.00 0.90 0.90 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.99
Road 2001 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Water 3001 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Lot 4001 0.50 0.90 0.00 1.00 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.80 0.95
Fallow land 4002 0.90 0.90 0.00 0.50 1.00 0.90 0.90 0.50 0.95
Plants 4003 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.99 0.95 0.90 0.50
Terrain unk. 4004 0.90 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.90 0.00 1.00 0.99 0.95
Grass 4005 0.50 0.90 0.00 0.80 0.50 0.95 0.95 0.99 0.50
Other Building 5001 0.99 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.90 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00

Motivation was readability as Table 4.1 shows both class weight (in bold) and class compatibility
matrix

102 P. van Oosterom et al.
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Compatibility matrix overview

Pros

easy to use

obvious principle

Cons

valid for certain scale only, then “fall apart”

defining the matrix

long objects (roads)
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Groups definition, overview
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Groups definition by all roads; level 1
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Groups definition by local roads; level 2
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Groups definition by main roads; level 3
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Groups definition by urban regions; level 4
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Groups

Compatibility(f , n) = Gcommon(f ,n)
Gtotal(f ,n) + Lcommon(f , n)
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Visual result
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Real impression
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comparison
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Statistics
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Some open questions

How many groups? (hydrology, infrastructure, ...)

Combination of compatibility matrix and groups

Same groups for same number of steps?
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Thanks for your attention

Radan Šuba
r.suba@tudelft.nl
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